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Rhodes 41
The excellent article about the Rhodes 
41 (Boat Review: Pearson-Rhodes 41, 
November 2009) was well-written and 
quite accurate. It covered many of the 
areas of concern that potential buy-
ers of any Cruising Club of America 
(CCA)-era boat would have. 

I am the happy owner of a 1967 
Pearson Invicta II that has served very 
well as a cruising boat. We purchased 
her in Long Island, N.Y., in less-than-
desirable condition, and now she is 
back from three years of cruising in the 
Bahamas and the East Coast, where 
shoal-draft/centerboard boats are ideal. 

I would like to mention the often-
overlooked advantage of the low-as-
pect rig. I speak from the experience 
of racing for many years and as a guy 
who wants to keep his mate happy. As 
a cruising couple, we prefer to keep 
the sailplan simple, and the combina-
tion of a long-footed mainsail and a 
poled-out 135-percent genoa is a great 
downwind setup. The telescoping pole 
is a key element.

We have not needed a spinnaker or 
cruising chute. The poled-out genoa is 
easier to maintain in the often sloppy 
seas and light air of downwind sailing. 
It is also easier to reduce sail area and 
keep going when conditions change. 

The Bristol, Morgan, and Ericson 
of CCA era are also good picks, and 
there are many out cruising with 
happy owners aboard.

Scott Nicholls
Saltine, Pearson Invicta II

Port of Minneapolis, Minn.
 

sailboat hunting
I live in the Philadelphia area and 
am looking to buy a 23- to 25-foot 
sailboat. I have seen some interest-
ing sailboats in Florida and other 

Southern states. Is transporting one 
up to Philadelphia safe, and could you 
recommend any transporters?

Howard Solomon
Philadelphia, Penn.

A 23- to 25-foot boat is easily and 
safely transportable. You could do it 
yourself, if you have a trailer and a ve-
hicle that can handle towing a 3,000-
plus-pound boat. We recently came 
across a website that could help you 
find a reliable transporter: www.uship.
com. The site allows you to post the 
transporting job you need done, then 
companies bid to get the assignment, 
and you get to choose the winning bid. 
Also, customer reviews on the website 
help you determine which transporter 
is worth your buck. We’ve not used 
the site or its services, but we like the 
reverse auction concept. Another way 
to get a good deal is to contact boat 
dealers in your area to see whether 
they have any shipments destined for 
the pick-up location of your boat. In 
some instances, if their trailer is com-
ing back empty anyway, they’re likely 
to agree to bring back your boat for a 
good price—and you will know they 
have the experience to handle the boat 
with care. At the very least, a local 
boat dealer will be able to give you the 
name of a trusted shipping company.

Mob technology
After reading the article on Man-
Overboard Alarms in the PS 2009 
Gear Buying Guide, I thought I’d 
share some thoughts I’ve had about 
MOB situations.

First, it seems obvious to me that an 
man-overboard’s best chance for rescue 
is not from SAR networks or nearby 
vessels but from the vessel from which 
he has fallen because that vessel is closer 
than any other potential rescuer.

It also seems obvious to me that the 
MOB position is of limited value, as the 
MOB will drift away from it progres-
sively with time. Of far greater value is 

Practical Sailor online

continuing the theme of marine 
education surveys, the newest 

survey now posted on our website 
focuses on online captain’s schools. 
Have you taken an online course 
to get your captain’s license? We’d 
like to hear about your experience. 
If you’re considering getting your 
license through a web school, let us 
know what you’re looking for. A link 
to the survey is at the top of the Prac-
tical Sailor homepage, www.practical- 
sailor.com. It takes less than 5 minutes 
to complete and is open to subscrib-
ers and non-subscribers, so encour-
age friends to participate.
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Saltine, reader Scott Nicholls’ Pearson Invicta II, is a beautiful example of a CCA-era 
boat that’s been restored for cruising duty.
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the MOB’s actual position, which is best 
reported by a transmitting GPS device 
worn by the MOB that can be easily 
monitored and homed-in on. This is 
also far more useful than an RDF de-
vice, as it renders the MOB’s position as 
a point rather than a range.

David Laing
Roundeclay, 1974 Seafarer 38C ketch

Punta Gorda, Fla.
 
Since our last test of electronic MOB 
alarms and recovery aids (May 2008), 
there has been significant develop-
ment in this area. The new GPS- 
enabled V-100 from Mobilarm (www.
mobilarm.com), for example, sends 
updated position data via VHF DSC 
frequency, positions that can be 
tracked on some plotters. Search-and-
rescue agencies are also looking at 
other ways to integrate the automatic 

identification system technol-
ogy (which also uses VHF 
frequencies) and next- 
generation navigation satel-
lites so that nearby boats will 
be sent continuous position 
data for a person in the water. 
Despite the increasing role of 
electronic tracking devices, the 
seamanship skills discussed in 
this month’s report (pages 7-11) 
remain paramount.

lPu sPRaying safety
I am curious about the spray 
application of the two-part 
polyurethanes in your topside 

paint test (November 2009). In the 
photograph showing spray application 
(photo above left), it does not appear 
that the applicator is wearing an air-
line mask. What sort of filter is used? 
What are your recommendations in 
this regard? 

Mike Wyatt
Ohana, Pearson 365 ketch 

Bainbridge, Wash.

When it comes to spray work, a 
separate air supply is always the best 
bet, as long as the compressor is 
designed to deliver breathable air, and 
not placed downwind or too close to 
the spray work. That said, spraying 
outdoors (small to medium projects) 
can be safely done with a tight- 
fitting filtered respirator, as long as 
the filters have the proper National 
Institute for Occupational Safety and 
Health (NIOSH) rating for the mate-
rial used, and are new or have been 
stored according to manufacturers 
recommendations. You can find lots 
of information regarding respirators 
and their usage at the NIOSH website: 
www.cdc.gov/niosh/npptl/topics/res-
pirators/disp_part/RespSource.html. 

Our technical editor prefers 3M 6000 
masks and uses 6001 Organic Vapor 
Cartridges. He also uses a light cotton 
sock balaclava, eye protection, gloves, 
and a Tyvec suit or other full-coverage 
clothing. Covering up and replacing 
mask filter cartridges regularly is part 
of the paint-handling ritual.

head design suggestion
I noticed that you are planning an 
evaluation of marine heads in the near 
future. Please address the very practi-
cal problem of the shape of the bowl. I 
have one of the popular Jabsco manual 
heads. All of the mechanics of it work 
fine, but there is one significant prob-
lem: The small bowl is rotationally 
symmetrical, so that its deepest part is 
centered below the middle of the seat. 
Home toilets have the deepest part of 
the bowl near the edge of the back rim 
for an obvious reason.

 
Hasty Miller

Skimmer
Palm Bay, Fla.

Among the heads we plan to test, 
Thetford Marine’s ComfortMate toilet 
line (electric and manual options 
available), which was launched last 
year, addresses this problem. The 
ComfortMate (www.thetford.com) has 
a shape and full-sized seat like the 
toilets founds in homes. However, it 
was engineered to fit a marine head, 
and its manual pump or pushbutton 
control can be adapted for right- or 
left-handed installation.

PRoPs to PS
Having been a subscriber to Pow-
erboat Reports until it was sold, I 
subscribed to your publication—even 
though I’m not a “rag sailor”—and 
what a publication it is! You folks do 
an unbelievable job with your testing, 

There’s no such thing as over-protected when it comes to spraying linear 
polyurethane topside paints. Our staff recommends wearing safety glasses, 
gloves, a respirator or mask with proper filters, a balaclava, and Tyvek suit.

Photo by Ralph N
aranjo (top); courtesy of Thetford M

arine (bottom
)

Thetford Marine’s ComfortMate manual toilet ($180 at www.westmarine.com) features 
home-like styling and ergonomics, but it can fit the tight confines of a marine head.
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so complete and totally realistic. Most 
boating publications miss so much of 
what’s applicable to boat owners. 

Robert Weiss
Summer’s Lease, Harris-Cuttyhunk 28

Oak Bluffs, Mass.
 
One of the greatest strengths is our 
informed and critical readership. 
Our readers (yes, that’s you) as much 
as our staff deserve any praise that 
comes our way. More than a few of 
our longtime readers have since made 
the switch to power (often reluctant-
ly), and we are proud to continue to 
serve them. 

seasickness heads-uP
Regarding your recent article about 
drug-free seasickness medications 
(November 2009), I am a U.S. Coast 
Guard- and U.S. Sailing-licensed 
instructor who teaches the U.S. Sailing 
Coastal Passagemaking classes every 
month, 10 months of the year, in the 
San Francisco Bay area for Club Nau-
tique. Our classes consist of a 2.5-day 
passage along the coast (within 23 nau-
tical miles), and I have seen every type 
of seasickness medication used as our 
students try to fight motion sickness.

Every one of the students seems to rely 
on the medicated therapies over non-
drug remedies, with Dramamine or the 
Scopalamine patch being the favorites. 
But these alone don’t always work.

The biggest problem is with our stu-
dent navigators, who must either sit at 
the vessel’s navigation station or assume 
a position in the companionway. Read-
ing paper charts is what gets most of our 
students. Trying to read the small print 
while on a moving vessel is very hard for 
your internal balancing mechanisms. 

I’ve learned a trick to ward off sickness 
feelings. I never stand or sit facing the 
beam of the vessel. I always try to stand or 
sit facing the bow or stern of the boat. That 
seems to give my inner ears a chance as 

they only have to deal with one 
axis. When I ask my students to do 
this, it seems to work most of the time. 

I have to admit the above technique 
is used with medications like Drama-
mine or the Scop patch. If the crew is 
conscious of minimizing the burden on 
the inner ears and eyes having to fight 
for balance, they seem to survive.  

Capt. Thomas E. Perry 
Polonaise II

San Francisco Bay, Calif.

oRbital PolisheRs
I am almost sure that in the past two 
years, you guys reviewed/evaluated 
orbital polishers, but I can’t locate the 
article in my copies of the magazine. 
Can you advise me of the article?

Ray Norton
Via e-mail

Our dirt cheap Chicago Electric 
variable speed polisher from Harbor 
Freight (June 2008) rattles but still 
works fine after three seasons. You 
can find one online at www.harbor-
freight.com, item nos. 92623-4VGA 
($35) and 66615-1VGA ($60).

For a much better tool, check out 
the variable-speed polishers from 
Milwaukee Tools (www.milwaukeetool.
com), Makita USA (www.makita.com), 
or DeWalt (www.dewalt.com), in that 
approximate order. Also, the light-
weight Fein (www.fein.com) is highly 
prized by pros, but it’s expensive.

Shurhold recently introduced a 
new dual-action polisher, which we 
will be reviewing soon. According to 
the company, the $150 lightweight, 
random-orbital polisher is designed 
specifically for DIY boaters.

The Harbor Freight polisher is 
made in China, and you get what 
you pay for. Be sure to blow them out 
with air after heavy use, or else the 
brushes will go bad fairly quickly. 

Admittedly, we are much happier 
using our neighbor’s Dewalt, which is 
much smoother and quieter. 

We haven’t done a head-to-head of 
these in a while, but we can suggest 
Jamestown Distributors as a good 
source of information on the preferred 
buffing pads. You can often buy the 
pads cheaper at a local auto-finishing 
store. When it comes to polishing gel-
coat, the 10-inch power-waxers you’ll 
find at Walmart aren’t much help.

claRifications
A photo on page 29 of the November 
2009 issue was incorrectly labeled. 
The photo actually is of the solar pan-
els atop the Tacktick Race Master.

In our discussion of prepping a hull 
for painting (“Wax On, Paint Off?” 
November 2009), PS neglected to 
mention that Poliglow recommends 
using its remover, Poli Strip, prior to 
painting a hull that had been previ-
ously treated with Poliglow. Accord-
ing to the maker, wet-sanding alone 
may not be adequate.

Practical Sailor welcomes letters from our 
readers. Please include your name, home 
port, boat type, and boat name. Send  
e-mail to practicalsailor@belvoirpubs.com 
and mail to Practical Sailor, 7820 Holiday Dr. 
S., Suite 315, Sarasota, FL 34231.
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Electric polishing tools on the market cover a range 
of price points—and levels of quality. In our tests, the 
inexpensive Harbor Freight 7-inch orbital polisher out-
performed the WaxMaster (photo, far right). We plan to test 
Shurhold’s new dual-action tool for an upcoming issue.

Shurhold

Harbor Freight
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fuRuno
We had a problem with our Furuno 
radar, which is old and out of warranty. 
I e-mailed Furuno (www.furuno.com) 
and explained my problem. Within 24 
hours, Larry Garvey e-mailed me and 
asked for pictures, which I e-mailed 
back to him. I got his suggestion on 
how to fix my problem almost immedi-
ately, and applied it with a satisfactory 
result! It’s nice to know there’s backup 
on products like Furuno, even when 
the product is old and out of warranty. 
It’s what quality is all about.

Peter Clark
Whistler, J/32 hull No. 1

Guilford, Conn.

lewMaR, n.e. bowthRusteR
We hired Bill Jennings of New Eng-
land Bowthruster to re-design and 
completely update the electrical sys-

tem of our 1975 sailboat, including 
a Lewmar H2 windlass and Lewmar-
powered winch on the cabintop. He 
did a great job. 

Backing our 42-foot ketch into our 
slip was often a daunting task, but I 
didn’t think we had space for a thruster 
in our bow. We were thrilled when Bill 
told us we did and have been thrilled 
with our new ability to dock easily by 
using the thruster.

A few weeks ago, as we docked, we 
heard a strange noise coming from 
the thruster on one side. We called Bill, 
and he came to the dock to check the 
situation out. In less than a week, he 
had the boat hauled and the needed 
part replaced at no expense to us. 
A few hours later, we were ready to 
leave for our planned trip to Bermuda 
and the Caribbean. Kudos to Lewmar 
(www.lewmar.com) and its three-year 
warranty and New England Bowthrust-

ers (www.neweng-
landbowthruster.
com) for excellent 
customer service.

 
John and  

Marcia Fyfe 
Rights of Man,  

1975 Charles 
Whitholtz-Sam 

Geiger ketch 
Avondale, R.I.

gaRhaueR
After eight years of struggling with a 
rinky-dink traveler system at the aft 
end of the cockpit of my 1979 Cape 
Dory 28, I decided to upgrade to a 
mid-boom arrangement. I selected 
a Garhauer Marine product for the 
elaborate hardware and was eager to 
install the custom curved traveler with 
its triple-block mainsheet, five blocks 
and boom bales to lead the mainsheet 
to the cockpit, a deck organizer, and a 
rope clutch.

Everything was installed and 
looking spiffy with the exception of 
the double-pulley deck organizer. It 
required longer screws than it came 
with to accommodate the cabintop. 
As I removed the original screws to re-
place them with the longer ones, the 
pulleys slid out of the stainless sheath 
that enclosed them and dumped 
about 150 plastic ball bearings on the 
cabinsole, some making their way to 
the bilge.

After the smoke cleared from my 
ears and some vain attempts at putting 
the blocks back together with 90- 
percent of the bearings recovered, I 
called Garhauer. They were more than 
accommodating. Apparently, the model 
I had had been discontinued because 
of the very problem I was having.

The one they sent free of charge, 
arriving only four days later, was bul-
letproof. I could not have removed the 
ball bearings with a grenade.

The rest of the hardware was first-
rate as was the response for the one 
deficient part. A hat tip to Garhauer 
(www.garhauermarine.com). The 
system works well with a 6:1 purchase, 
and the cockpit is now much more 
comfortable for guests.

Kevin Mulligan
Skibbereen, Cape Dory 28 

Crystal River, Fla.

Photos courtesy of Peter Clark and Kevin M
ulligan

Reader Peter Clark’s Whistler, a J/32, 
rests at its mooring in Connecticut.
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Kevin Mulligan, here on his Cape Dory 28, gives Garhauer’s 
deck organizer (inset) and customer service two thumbs up.


